NAVAJO NATION CENSUS 2020 COMPLETE COUNT COMMISSION
24th Navajo Nation Council-Naabik’iyati’ Committee

PROPOSED TELECONFERENCE AGENDA
(“Special Meeting”)
Friday, August 28, 2020  8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

CALL-IN NUMBER: (928) 223-3963

Presiding Officers: James Adakai, Chairperson                                    Hon. Edison Wauneka, Vice Chairperson

1. Call “Special Meeting” to Order; Roll Call; Invocation; Announcements
   Time: Roll Call: Invocation: Announcements:

2. Recognize Guests and Visiting Officials

3. Review and Adopt the Agenda
   (m) (s) (v)
   EW KAB JH CT TW KA LF JT MT JA

4. Review and Adopt Journal
   August 14, 2020
   (m) (s) (v)
   EW KAB JH CT TW KA LF JT MT JA

5. Receive Reports
   a. Report by Jaime Gloshay, New Mexico Native American Census Coalition, on the census activities in New Mexico
   (m) (s) (v)
   EW KAB JH CT TW KA LF JT MT JA
   b. Update report by Arbin Mitchell and Navajo Department of Justice on the U.S. and Navajo Nation Census 2020 activities and:
   • Feedback on the extension request of September 2020 deadline
• Letter/memo to President & Speaker on engaging Navajo Nation employees with Census activities

  EW  KAB  JH  CT  TW  KA  LF  JT  MT  JA


  EW  KAB  JH  CT  TW  KA  LF  JT  MT  JA

c. Update written and oral report by Byron Shorty, Communications Director/OOS, on the Census 2020 Media Plan

  EW  KAB  JH  CT  TW  KA  LF  JT  MT  JA

6. Old Business (NONE)

7. New Business

  A. Approve Next Quarter Meeting.

  Date (__________), Location (______________) and Time (__________)

  EW  KAB  JH  CT  TW  KA  LF  JT  MT  JA

8. Close of Meeting; Announcements; Adjournment    TIME:

  EW  KAB  JH  CT  TW  KA  LF  JT  MT  JA

---

AGENDA SUBJECT TO CHANGE: The public is advised that the Navajo Nation Council Agenda and the Agendas of the Standing Committees are not final until adopted by a majority vote of the Navajo Nation Council or the Standing Committee at a Navajo Nation Council or a Standing Committee meeting pursuant to 2 N.N.C. r§§163 and 183, Navajo Nation Council Rule of Order No. 7, and Standing Committee Rule of Order No. 8